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Xen clusters in the alpha cages of zeolite K A
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We have observed the individual signals of the Xen clusters~n51–5! trapped in the alpha cages of
zeolite KA. The129Xe NMR chemical shift of each cluster in zeolite KA is larger than that of the
corresponding Xen cluster in zeolite NaA. The temperature dependence of the chemical shifts of the
clusters vary systematically with cluster size as they do in NaA, but the change of the temperature
coefficients withn is somewhat more pronounced for Xen in the cages of KA than in NaA. The Xen
chemical shifts and their variation with temperature are reproduced by the grand canonical Mon
Carlo~GCMC! simulations. GCMC simulations of the distribution of the Xe atoms among the alpha
cages in KA provide the fractions of cages containingn Xe atoms which agree reasonably well with
the observed equilibrium distributions. The characteristics of Xe distribution and chemical shifts i
KA are compared with that in NaA. © 1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

129Xe NMR is widely used in the characterization
microporous materials. In zeolites,1–4 polymers,5–7 coals,8

clays,9 and other porous materials,10,11or even agglomerated
microspheres,12 the mobility of the Xe atoms is such tha
only one Xe signal is usually observed in the NMR spe
trum. The average chemical shift of the single peak un
fast exchange and its dependence on the temperature an
average Xe occupancy are all that can be observed in ne
all microporous solids. In these cases the Xe chemical sh
known empirically to depend on zeolite pore and chan
dimensions,13–16 location of cations,17 coadsorbed
molecules,18,19 dispersed metal atoms3,4,20–26and paramag-
netic ions,27,28 on water content,29,30 blockage of pores by
coking,31,32 domains of different composition o
crystallinity,33 etc. The relationship of the129Xe chemical
shift to cavity size and shape, average xenon loading, t
perature, and type of cations is still not completely und
stood. If we can understand these quantitatively, we sho
be able to make a clearer connection between the ave
chemical shift of the Xe signal under fast exchange w
parameters of the zeolite structure, although it may not
possible to predict the structure just from the average che
cal shift. In particular it is possible to use computer simu
tions at the grand canonical level to model the aver
chemical shift of the single peak under fast exchange and
dependence on the temperature and the average occup
Such simulations in turn can provide details of distributio
and dynamics of the sorbate atoms. Varying the parame
of the simulations in order to reproduce the observed qu
tities could, in principle, lead to an optimum description
the system. However, this is usually not a rigorous way
proceed with such highly averaged observables because
are usually far more model parameters that can be va

a!Currently at Argonne National Laboratory.
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than there are measured quantities. Instead we choos
carry out systematic studies in~a! specifically those zeolites
~type A! of known structure where the position of every S
and Al atom and also every charge-balancing cation
known;~b! where the actual equilibrium distribution of cage
containing specifically known numbers of Xe atoms is d
rectly observed;~c! where the average chemical shift o
129Xe in cages containing a specific number of Xe atoms
individually observable, as well as its temperature depe
dence;~d! where the temperature dependence of the avera
Xe occupancy~the adsorption isotherm! can also be ob-
served at the same time. In such a system, for example, X
NaA, we expect to be able to find direct tests of those deta
of computer simulations that are usually averaged over. T
way we would have more critical and detailed constraints
the computer modeling.

We have already seen, by the comparison between
129Xe NMR spectra of Xe sorbed in NaA and in CaA, that
the average chemical shift under fast Xe exchange~in the
relatively open CaA system! contains in it the information
about the individual shifts associated with specific numbe
of Xe atoms per cage~or Xen clusters!, convoluted with the
fractions of such cages in the zeolite appropriate to the a
erage occupancy at a given temperature.34,35 The average
chemical shift of the single Xe NMR signal~in CaA!
changes as the average occupancy varies with tempera
and as the chemical shifts of the Xen clusters vary with tem-
perature. In contrast, the individual Xen clusters are observed
directly in NaA; their distributions and their individual
chemical shifts have been measured as a function of te
perature and loading.34,36–38 Furthermore, these observe
distributions~fractions of alpha cages containing specifical
n Xe atoms! and Xen individual chemical shifts, and their
temperature dependences in NaA have been reproduced by a
grand canonical Monte Carlo~GCMC! simulation.39 There-
fore it is possible to understand qualitatively how the avera
88110)/8811/10/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8812 Jameson et al.: Xen clusters in zeolite KA
chemical shift under fast exchange in the open pores of ze
lite CaA is determined by the individual properties of cage
filled with n Xe atoms. A quantitative interpretation would
require that we know in what way the Xe chemical shift i
affected by Ca21 ions as opposed to Na1ions in the large
cavities of the zeolite. Knowing this would in turn provide us
with a better understanding of the dependence of the avera
Xe chemical shift on the types~and locations! of cations in
the zeolite. We could not obtain this information from solely
the data for Xe in CaA, however, because of the nature of th
averaging that occurs in CaA, throughout the zeolite crystal-
lite rather than just within a single alpha cage.

II. 129Xe CHEMICAL SHIFTS IN CATION-EXCHANGED
ZEOLITES

129Xe has been used widely as a means of monitorin
exchange of cations in a zeolite and characterizing catio
exchanged zeolites.17,27,28,41,42For example, a series of very
carefully executed experiments have established quanti
tively the changes in the129Xe chemical shiftd~129Xe! of
xenon in the limit of zero Xe loading, lim

^n&Xe→0
d~129Xe!, as

Na1ions are exchanged with K1, Rb1, Cs1, Mg21, Ca21,
Sr21, Ba21, Zn21, Co21, Ni21, Cu21, etc., in zeolite NaY,27,28

and as Ca21 ions are exchanged with Na1 ions in NaA.41

These papers also reported well-documented quantitat
changes upon cation exchange in the slope
dd~129Xe!/d^n&Xe , of the

129Xe chemical shifts as a function
of average Xe occupancy^n&Xe . We believe that several fac-
tors contribute to these observed changes. The effect of
changing the cation on the average chemical shift of Xe u
der fast exchange in a zeolite has to do, in part, with
change in the excluded volume~a larger cation leaves a
smaller effective volume over which the Xe–Xe interaction
can operate!. Another part has to do with the generally large
polarizability of the larger cation, leading to a deeper well i
the potential function between the Xe and the cation, there
altering the one-body distribution of the Xe in the cage. Bot
of these factors affect the nature of the averaging over t
various positions of the Xe atom within the zeolite and thu
lead to a change in the average129Xe NMR chemical shift.
Finally, a part of the observed changes has to do with t
differences between the129Xe shielding function itself for a
Xe atom interacting with a Na1 ion as opposed to a Xe atom
interacting with a Cs1 ion, for example. Excluded volume
alone without a change in either the shielding function or th
well-depth in V~Xe–M! would lead to smaller intercepts,
lim

^n&Xe→0
d~129Xe!, with increasing cation size. The larger the

excluded volume for the single Xe in the cage, the small
will be the contributions to the chemical shift from the oxy
gens in the immediate vicinity of each cation. Since this
opposite to the trends observed experimentally, the grea
well depth associated withV~Xe–M! as the size of the cation
M increases must also play a role, and the differences b
tween the unknown shielding functionss~rXe–M! may them-
selves contribute to the change in intercept. Excluded vo
ume effects alone would lead to greater slope
dd~129Xe!/d^n&Xe , with increasing cation size because th
known intermolecular shielding functions~rXe–Xe! is steeply
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬11¬Jan¬2007¬to¬149.132.99.84.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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changing at short distances,43 and with a larger excluded vol-
ume for the xenon atoms, average Xe–Xe distances wit
the cage become shorter. Therefore, qualitatively, we prop
that the observed increase in intercepts, lim

^n&Xe→0
d~129Xe!,

with increasing ion size~that is, with increasing fraction of
larger ion substitution or with increasing ion size at the sam
fractional substitution! can be attributed to the change in th
shielding functions~rXe–M!, and further enhanced by an in
crease in the well depth ofV~Xe–M!. On the other hand, to
explain the observed slight increase in slop
dd~129Xe!/d^n&Xe , the increase in excluded volume due t
the increase inr 0~Xe–M! with increasing ion size would be
sufficient without invoking a change in the shielding func
tion. Although these experiments on Xe in the catio
exchanged faujasites were very carefully done and the res
are quantitative, and although they appear to be interna
consistent and generally not inconsistent with other know
information about Xe adsorption in zeolites, this interpret
tion is so far only qualitative. There is no clear separation
these various factors which are operating at the same tim
resulting in a single average129Xe chemical shift under fast
exchange. Although the extent of cation replacement can
measured by chemical analytical procedures, there is no
dependent way of finding out whether one-on-one replac
ment takes place~the replacement cation goes to the sam
site that the previous cation left!, or whether the new cations
end up in different types of sites than the ones that had be
vacated. It is not unequivocally known that univalent catio
occupy identical sites from one cation to another in the fa
jasites~zeoliteY andX!; thus, a part of the observed chang
is likely due to larger ions having to take sites which exclud
volume in the large cages to which the Xe atoms have a
cess. Furthermore, even when one-on-one replacement d
occur, partial cation exchange leads to a statistical distrib
tion of the replacement ions among the sites of the sa
type, leading to a disordered crystal structure. Since t
129Xe chemical shift is completely averaged over the dist
bution of such environments, the quantitative interpretati
of these comprehensive experimental data is not yet with
reach.

How then can we obtain more detailed information tha
is available from these already very careful systematic e
periments on the effects of cation exchange in zeolites?
the same way that the observation of the individual Xen clus-
ters in NaA provided more detailed information about th
distribution of atoms in zeolite cavities and the averag
chemical shifts for different numbers of Xe atoms in a cavi
than was possible from the129Xe NMR studies of zeolites
under fast exchange, the study of Xen clusters in various
ion-exchangedA-type zeolites should provide the fine detail
that are required to sort out the various factors affecting X
chemical shifts in ion-exchanged zeolites in general. For e
ample, we already have presented some preliminary conc
sions based on the129Xe NMR signals observed under magi
angle spinning~MAS! of Xen in zeolite NaA that had been
dehydrated subsequent to very low levels of Ca exchang44

In this paper we obtain direct information regarding th
effect of the cation on the Xe chemical shift in a syste
where we obtain the same detailed information as was av
o. 20, 22 November 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8813Jameson et al.: Xen clusters in zeolite KA
able in NaA ~fractions of alpha cages containingn Xe atoms,
129Xe chemical shifts in individual Xen clusters, and tem-
perature dependence of the129Xe chemical shifts in indi-
vidual Xen clusters!. We have reported for the first time the
observation of the individual peaks corresponding to the Xn

clusters trapped in zeolite KA.45 Here we provide the129Xe
chemical shifts of the individual Xen clusters~n51–5!, the
temperature dependence of these chemical shifts, and
equilibrium distributions of Xe atoms among the cavities o
the zeolite at 573 K, that is, the fractions of the alpha cag
which have specificallyn Xe atoms. We also report GCMC
simulations of Xe in KA compared to Xe in NaA, which
provide detailed information about the effects of the size
the cation on the Xe one-body distribution function, the e
fects of the size of the cation on the129Xe chemical shift of
the single Xe in an alpha cage, and the separate effects of
larger excluded volume in the cages of zeolite KA. The latter
are reflected in the changes in the Xe–Xe pair distributi
functions, the changes in the Xen chemical shifts, and the
changes in the Xen–Xen21 incremental shifts in going from
NaA to KA.

III. EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL METHODS

A. Sample preparation and 129Xe NMR
spectroscopy

The samples of Xe in zeolite KA were prepared in ex-
actly the same way as the Xe in NaA samples, as described
earlier.34 A measured mass of dry zeolite~Linde 3A! is
placed in a calibrated sample tube of about 0.2–0.25 ml . It is
then dried to remove any last traces of moisture~;370 °C,
16 h, thin-bed conditions!. A known number of moles of
xenon~99.9%129Xe! is sealed into the sample tube with dry
zeolite in place. The sample tube is then heat-treated as
lows. The mobility of the xenon atoms in zeolite KA is ex-
ceedingly slow. Initially, the only evidence for occluded xe
non was a net decrease of about 5 ppm in the chemical s
of the free gas peak in a sample which was ramped down
temperature from 750 to 550 K over a period of 5 month
The mobility appears to be quite slow below 550 K an
sample equilibration~that is, the achievement of the equilib
rium distribution of the Xe atoms among the alpha cages a
with the bulk gas outside the crystallites! may not be pos-
sible in a reasonable length of time at temperatures close
room temperature. In addition, the characteristic time co
stants for the relaxation of129Xe nuclear spins are substan
tially longer in KA than in NaA. Figure 1 shows129Xe NMR
spectra recorded at 300 K of xenon occluded in KA after
equilibration for several hours at 573 K and then at roo
temperature for several months.

A pulse width ofp/4 with a relaxation delay of 30 s was
found to give relative peak intensities indistinguishable fro
longer delay times. Spectra were taken on both Varian VX
300 ~at 300 K! and Bruker AM-400~variable temperature!
spectrometers. The number of transients acquired was ty
cally 2000–6000. Temperatures were measured using
known CHn–OH temperature-dependent1H chemical shift in
methanol~below 300 K! or in ethylene glycol~above 280 K!
and could be controlled to within about 0.2 K. Spectra we
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, NDownloaded¬11¬Jan¬2007¬to¬149.132.99.84.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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taken with the spectrometer unlocked,B0 set to a predeter-
mined resonance frequency at 300 K for the methylene p
ton of ethylene glycol, and then the temperature changed
desired. Measurements at other temperatures are carried
at exactly the same field. This is done as follows: We h
previously found that the resonance frequency of13C in
methane at low density is virtually temperature independ
and provides us with a convenient reference for settingB0
reproducibly back to the same value each time. At each te
perature, the magnetic field is adjusted so that the13C reso-
nance frequency is 100.613 805 MHz exactly and the1H
resonance frequency was measured in ethylene glycol~or
methanol!. These1H ~CHn! frequencies are used to set th
magnetic field back to the same constant value for all129Xe
measurements at any temperature.

B. Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations

The simulation box is a unit cell of dehydrated zeoli
KA, $K12@~AlO2!12~SiO2!12#%8, a524.6000 Å, with the Si, Al,
O, and K positions according to the single-crystal x-ray
finement by Pluth and Smith.46 Each unit cell contains eigh
large cavities~alpha cages! and eight small ones~beta cages!.
The oxygen atoms bridging the Si and Al atoms form rin
with four, six, and eight oxygens. In the pseudo-unit cell,
of the 12 K atoms occupy positions in the 8 six-rings~nomi-
nally site I!. While the Na atom is small enough to lie ne
the center of a six-ring, the K atom is considerably displac
with 1.5 atoms pointing into the sodalite unit and 6.5 atom
into the alpha cage. Also, almost one atom lies opposit
four-ring ~nominally site III! of which some fraction projects
from the four-ring into the sodalite unit and the remaind
into the alpha cage. A systematic arrangement of the ion
the unit cell simulation box leads to lower energy, just as

FIG. 1. The129Xe spectra of xenon occluded in zeolite KA recorded at 300
K in samples corresponding to average occupancies^n&Xe50.78 ~bottom!
and 2.54~top! atoms per cage. The samples are equilibrated at 573 K in
oven for two days and left at 300 K for several months prior to recording
spectrum.
o. 20, 22 November 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8814 Jameson et al.: Xen clusters in zeolite KA
zeolite NaA. The sites are analogous to the Na sites
known from x-ray refinement. The only difference betwe
what we have designated as the primed and unprimed site
that the primed sites are displaced more into the soda
cage whereas the unprimed sites are displaced more into
alpha cage. The cation sites of NaA and KA are related as
follows:

64Na~I!→52 K~I!112 K~I8!,

24Na~II !→24 K~II !, K centered in each 8-ring window,

8Na~III !→4 K~III !14 K~III 8!.

We could choose to average the primed and the unprim
positions with respect to in/out positions in the alpha ca
However, this makes the energy of the zeolite much hig
because the in/out arrangement of the large K1 ions is pre-
cisely the way by which the zeolite minimizes its energy46

Furthermore such an average would not give a realistic al
cage size for the Xe atoms. Therefore this would be a p
choice if we want129Xe chemical shifts and/or fractiona
occupanciesPn . We therefore made a choice of K atom po
sitions to reflect the relative occupancies of the I and I8 and
of III and III8 sites indicated by the x-ray work. We choos
the in/out arrangement with respect to the sodalite cage s
as to have half of the sodalite cages have 2K~I8! and the
other half have K~I8!1K~III 8!. We placed K~III ! and K~III 8!
in the same way as we put Na~III ! into the simulation box for
NaA, except that for KA we alternated K~III 8! and K~III !.
The sodalite cages with K~III 8! have only one K~I8!; the
other sodalite cages@next to K~III !# have 2K~I8! and the
primed ions are sited in 6-rings which are farthest apart fro
each other. This distribution of ions leads to only two typ
of alpha cages within the unit cell simulation box and y
reflects the actually observed partial occupancies of K1 sites
found in x-ray diffraction. With this simulation box we ex
pect to have reasonably realistic alpha cage internal volum
accessible to the Xe atoms which can provide reasona
realistic averages ofPn and

129Xe chemical shifts. The zeo-
lite is assumed to be rigid in the simulations, although the
is theoretical evidence that low-frequency window fluctu
tions should be accessible at room temperature.47

The GCMC method is implemented in the same way
described previously.39 The V~Xe–Xe! potential is a
Maitland–Smith functional form fitted to the best Xe–X
potential for the pair interaction, as was used for Xe in NaA,

U~r !5eH 6

n26
r̄2n2

n

n26
r̄26J , r̄5r /rmin ,

where n is allowed to vary with r̄ according ton513
111(r̄21). The effectiveV~Xe–O! potential used in the
simulation is a Lennard-Jones form with the samer 0 ande/k
parameters as was used for Xe in zeolite NaA. In other
words, we assume that the pairwise interaction of the
atom with the atoms of the framework is the same for zeo
KA as for NaA. There is not too much known about th
parameters for the Lennard-Jones potential describing
pairwise Xe–K interactions in a zeolite. Kiselev and Du su
gested r 053.7021 Å and e/k5138.59 K, based on the
Kirkwood–Muller approximation and fitting the adsorptio
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103,Downloaded¬11¬Jan¬2007¬to¬149.132.99.84.¬Redistribution¬subjec
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of Xe in zeolite KX.48 Pellenq and Nicholson have derived
potential parameters for rare gases in zeolites using a Bor
Mayer repulsive term and in-crystal dispersion coefficien
and the Tang–Toennies damping function.49 They concluded
that the Kiselev and Du potential functions for Xe in a zeo
lite have a repulsive part that is too weak, leading to effectiv
channel diameters that are too large. Indeed we had fou
that using the Kiselev and Du parameters for Na and O f
Xe in NaA leads to an alpha cage that is effectively too larg
which leads to too large a maximum number of Xe atom
that can be observed at the highest loadings at room tempe
ture. As our first attempt, we use a potential that differs fro
the effectiveV~Xe–Na! that we used for Xe in zeolite NaA
in thatr 0 is somewhat larger and the well depthe/k is greater
for K compared to Na,r 053.75 Å ande/k590 K for the
Lennard-Jones functionV~Xe–K!. The zeolite contribution
to the 129Xe chemical shift is assumed to be pairwise sum
just like the energy sums, except summing over terms fro
pair shielding functions rather than potential functions. W
use a shielding functions~129Xe, Xe•••Ozeol! and s~129Xe,
Xe•••Kzeol! which has been derived fromab initio quantum
mechanical calculations of the39Ar shielding in the presence
of fragments of the KA lattice, representing 4-, 6-, and
8-rings of the zeolite.50 The s~129Xe, Xe•••Xe! shielding
function is the same as was used in the NaA simulation.39

The potential functions and the shielding functions are a
cut-and-shifted in the usual manner.51 The Norman–Filinov
technique is used; a displacement step is followed by tw
steps of particle creation or annihilation attempts.52 An at-
tempted move is accepted with a probabilityPacc given by

Pacc5min@1,exp~2DE/kT!#, DE/kT<180,

Pacc50, DE/kT.180,

andDE is calculated from the configurational energy chang
between the old and new configuration and the impos
value of the configurational chemical potential. Some num
ber of 105 cycles were discarded prior to the typically one
million cycles constituting the simulation proper, for eac
choice of chemical potential and temperature. All calcula
tions were done on an IBM RISC/6000 model 560 an
model 365. Data were collected as described previously39,40

to yield distributions~fractions of cages havingnXe atoms!,
one-body distribution functions, pair distribution functions
and properties of the individual Xen clusters.

IV. RESULTS

It can be estimated that the larger diameter of the K1 ion
compared to the Na1 ion and the ‘‘in–out’’ arrangements of
the K1 ions in the cages of KA reduces the cavity volume by
nearly the equivalent of 1.5 Xe atoms~based on the ionic
radii!. The largest Xen cluster observed by us in NaA is
Xe8.

34 Thus, the largest Xen cluster that might be expected in
an alpha cage of zeolite KA is Xe6. The larger diameter of
the K1 ion compared to the Na1 ion and its location at the
center of each of the 8-ring windows of the KA alpha cage,46

in contrast to the off-center location of Na1 in the 8-ring
No. 20, 22 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded¬11
TABLE I. Xe chemical shifts, ppm, and Xen clusters in zeolite KA, recorded at 300 K, compared with NaA.

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

KA d~Xen! 79.5 98.4 119.7 145.4 180.5
d~Xen!2d~Xen21! 18.9 21.3 25.7 35.1

NaA d~Xen! 74.8 92.3 111.7 133.2 158.4 183.5 228.3 272.3
d~Xen!2d~Xen21! 17.5 19.4 21.5 25.2 25.1 44.8 44.0

KA–NaA d(Xen)KA2d(Xen)NaA 4.7 6.1 8 12.2 22.1
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windows of NaA,53 reduce the rate of cage-to-cage and bu
to-cage migration of Xe atoms in KA substantially, in com-
parison to the measured rates in NaA.54 The much broader
129Xe spectra of the Xen under magic angle spinning in KA
~Ref. 55! compared to Xe in NaA ~Ref. 44! suggests that
there is cation disorder in our sample of KA. From the x-ray
diffraction data it is known that the KA unit cell has a larger
number of nonequivalent types of cation sites and since e
of these are only partially populated, KA has more cation
disorder than NaA.46

The typical129Xe NMR spectra are shown in Fig. 1. Jus
as for the Xen clusters in the alpha cages of NaA, the spectra
in Fig. 1 have identical peak positions in all samples wh
the spectra are taken at the same temperature. The inten
reflect the equilibrium distribution of Xe atoms among th
alpha cages of zeolite KA at 573 K. The chemical shift of the
peaks assigned to clusters Xe1 through Xe5 and the incre-
mental shifts from one cluster to the next are listed in Tab
I. Several trends are immediately apparent. The chem
shift of each Xen cluster relative to the free Xe atom is large
for Xen in KA than for Xen in NaA: 4.7, 6.1, 8.0, 12.2, 22.1
ppm larger in KA than NaA for Xe1, Xe2, Xe3, Xe4, and
Xe5, respectively. Furthermore, the increments in the129Xe
chemical shift of adjacent cluster peaks are somewhat la
than those found in zeolite NaA, 18.9, 21.3, 25.7, 35.1 ppm
in KA vs 17.5, 19.4, 21.5, 25.2 ppm in NaA. These are very
interesting differences which we hoped to be able to und
stand with the help of GCMC simulations.

The observed temperature dependences of the ave
129Xe chemical shift of the Xe1, Xe2, Xe3, and Xe4 clusters
in the alpha cages of KA are shown in Fig. 2, where they ar
compared with the same clusters in NaA. The observed tem-
perature dependences of the129Xe chemical shifts of the Xen
clusters in the alpha cages of zeolite KA follow the same
qualitative trends as those for the Xen clusters in NaA. The
chemical shift of the single Xe atom in an alpha cage d
creases whereas the chemical shift of the large clusters
creases, with increasing temperature. The slopedd~Xen)/dT
is somewhat more pronounced for a single Xe atom in KA
than in NaA, as can be seen in Fig. 2. For Xe4 in KA the
temperature coefficient is clearly greater than that for Xe4 in
NaA.

The results from the grand canonical Monte Carlo sim
lations are shown in Figs. 3–5. The fractions ofoccupied
alpha cages containingn Xe atoms,g(n), are shown in Fig.
3, where they are compared with experimental fractions
tained directly from the intensities of the peaks. Shown h
are the distributions obtained from simulations at very nea
the samên&Xe as the experimental values. We find thatg(n)
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for a fixed ^n&Xe is only slightly dependent on temperature.
The simulated distributions at 573 K for the same^n&Xe are
quite similar to those at 300 K. There are two types of
slightly idealized alpha cages in the simulation box. The
^n&Xe of the two types of cages is slightly different~the dif-
ference diminishing with increasing loading!, with the alpha
cage containing K~III ! having the larger occupancy. The
greater cation disorder in the crystallites shown by the x-ray
diffraction results corresponds to more types of alpha cages
than the two used in our simulation box and only the average
is observed experimentally. Figures 4 and 5 show the one-
body distribution functions for Xe1 and Xe6, respectively, for
those cages containing K~III !. The other type of cage has a
quite different one-body distribution. To place the asymme-
try of the one-body distribution in context, we note that
K~III ! is located in the~21,10! voxel at level 10. We also
note that the shape of the one-body distribution for Xe6 is
more qualitatively different from Xe1 in KA than is the one-
body distribution found for Xe8 compared to Xe1 in NaA. We
note that the one-body distribution for Xe in KA is more
unsymmetrical than that for Xe in NaA. This is due in large
part to the two types of K sites in the 6-rings in KA in
contrast with the single~I! site in NaA.

FIG. 2. The observed temperature dependence of the129Xe chemical shifts
of the Xen clusters in the alpha cages of zeolite KA ~d! compared to Xen in
NaA ~s!.
. 20, 22 November 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8816 Jameson et al.: Xen clusters in zeolite KA
Finally we see the GCMC average of the129Xe chemical
shifts for the individual Xen clusters in the alpha cages o
KA in Fig. 6. The shielding functions for Xe–O, Xe–Na, an
Xe–K derived from Ref. 50 using scaling procedures d
scribed in Ref. 43 were used in the GCMC averaging. T
agreement with the previously published temperature dep
dence for the Xen clusters in NaA is excellent. These are the
first calculated temperature dependence of Xen in KA. Figure
6 compares directly the results of GCMC simulations wi
the experimental results. The trends are well reproduced,
slope systematically changing asn increases. Although we
only have experimental data for the temperature depende
of Xe1 to Xe4 to compare with, we also show the GCMC
averages for Xe5 and Xe6, which have more pronounced
temperature coefficients than the GCMC averages of129Xe
chemical shift in Xe5 and Xe6 in NaA. In fact the tempera-
ture coefficients for Xe5 and Xe6 chemical shifts in KA are
very similar to those for Xe7 and Xe8, respectively, in NaA.

V. DISCUSSIONS

Without benefit of GCMC simulations we could hav
predicted qualitatively the trends that are observed. O
original interpretation is that a larger Xe1 chemical shift is
observed in KA due to the more pronounced deshieldin
nature of the129Xe intermolecular shielding function for
Xe–K interactions compared to the Xe–Na shieldin
function.50 When coupled with the deeper potential well fo
Xe–K interactions compared to Xe–Na interactions, th
leads to a larger average chemical shift for Xe1. On the other
hand, the somewhat largerr 0 for the Xe–K potential func-
tion, coupled with the in–out arrangements of the K ions
the cages, leaves a smaller volume within the cage in wh
the Xe–Xe contributions are averaged over. When combin
with the steeply changings~rXe–Xe! shielding function at

FIG. 3. The distribution of Xe atoms among the alpha cages of zeolite KA.
Given are the fractionsg(n) of the occupiedalpha cages containingn Xe
atoms, from experiments and GCMC simulations.
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shorter distances, this leads to larger averages for the in
vidual Xen cluster shiftsd~Xen! ~n52–6! in KA compared to
NaA. This, in turn leads to differences@d(Xen)KA
2 d(Xen)NaA# which are uniformly greater than zero. Quali
tatively, this is indeed what is observed experimentally.

Based on the GCMC simulations, we show in Tables
and III the partitioning of these chemical shifts into catio
contributions, O contributions and Xe–Xe contributions. W
see in Table II that in the Xen cluster shieldings in NaA,
contributions from the Xe–O interactions increase as t
cages become more crowded, and the Xe–Na contribut
increases only slightly. The largest changes come from
Xe–Xe contributions which increase nonlinearly with cluste

FIG. 4. The one-body distribution function for Xe1 in an alpha cage of
zeolite KA at various planes parallel to the 8-ring windows of the alph
cage. The volume-excluding effect of the K ion in site~III ! is clearly seen.
The center of the K~III ! ion is located in the~21,10! voxel at level 10.
o. 20, 22 November 1995¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8817Jameson et al.: Xen clusters in zeolite KA
size as the range of Xe–Xe distances over which the ave
ing takes place becomes narrower and moves to shorter
ues. This clearly demonstrates the origin of the much lar
increment between Xe7 and Xe6 and between Xe8 and Xe7
cluster shifts compared to the others.

The same trends are observed for the Xe–O, Xe–K,
the Xe–Xe contributions to the Xen cluster shieldings in the
alpha cages of KA, shown in Table III. Furthermore, let u
compare KA with NaA. For the single Xe atom in a cage, th
difference in the O atom contributions provides a measur
the excluded volume effect due to the different sizes of
cations; the larger cation leads to a difference in the ave
ing of the chemical shift. On the other hand, the Xe-cat
shielding contributions can be compared directly. We fi

FIG. 5. The one-body distribution function for Xe6 in an alpha cage of
zeolite KA. A comparison with Fig. 4 shows that this distribution is mo
peaked than that for a single Xe but the general features are similar.
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that the K ion contributions to the average Xe shift of a
single Xe atom in a cage are greater than the Na ion contri
butions. The net effect is a larger chemical shift for a single
Xe in the cage with the larger cations. The difference be-
tween the Xe–O contributions in KA and NaA is interesting
since the sames~Xe•••Ozeol! andV~Xe–Ozeol! functions were
used in the GCMC simulations in both zeolites. The smaller
O contributions in KA arise from an excluded volume effect;
the arrangements of the K ions in the cages and their large
size keep the Xe nucleus from experiencing as large O con
tributions to the chemical shift as it does in NaA. The larger
contributions to the shielding from the K ions themselves
make up for this, however, leading to a more deshielded Xe
for a solitary Xe atom in an alpha cage of KA compared to
NaA. The direct cation contribution to the chemical shift is
larger for K than for Na in all cluster sizes, and this increases
with cluster size. Again this appears to be more pronounced
in the KA cage due to the in–out arrangements of the K ions.
In the clusters Xe2, Xe3, Xe4, and Xe5, the observed larger
incremental shifts are accounted for by somewhat larger con

re

FIG. 6. The results of the GCMC simulations~d! of the temperature de-
pendence of the Xen chemical shifts in the alpha cages of zeolite KA are
compared with those observed experimentally~s!.

TABLE II. Calculated contributions to the Xen chemical shifts in a NaA
cage, ppm at 300 K, from GCMC averaging using the shielding functions
we reported in Ref. 50.

Xe–O Xe-cation Xe–Xe Total Expt.

Xe1 58.4 17.9 ••• 76.2 74.8
Xe2 58.8 18.0 15.2 92.0 92.3
Xe3 59.7 18.1 31.7 109.4 111.7
Xe4 61.0 18.3 50.4 129.8 133.2
Xe5 64.8 18.6 73.2 156.6 158.4
Xe6 68.3 18.9 98.1 185.2 183.4
Xe7 76.6 19.4 132.7 228.7 228.3
Xe8 83.1 19.8 170.3 273.7 272.3
No. 20, 22 November 1995t¬to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Downloaded¬11
TABLE III. Calculated contributions to the Xen chemical shifts in a KA cage, ppm at 300 K, from GCMC
averaging using the shielding functions we reported in Ref. 50. The differences between KA and NaA cages are
also shown.

Xe–O
contrib.

Diff.
KA2NaA

Xe–K
contrib.

Diff.
KA2NaA

Xe–Xe
contrib.

Diff.
KA2NaA

Total
KA

Expt.
KA

Xe1 52.2 26.2 26.5 8.6 ••• 78.7 79.5
Xe2 48.6 210.2 30.6 12.6 19.6 4.4 98.8 98.4
Xe3 46.6 213.1 35.0 16.9 40.8 9.1 122.4 119.7
Xe4 46.0 215.0 39.3 21.0 63.3 12.9 148.6 145.4
Xe5 50.7 214.1 45.4 26.8 96.9 23.7 192.9 180.5
Xe6 55.7 212.6 50.5 31.6 136.8 38.7 243.0
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tributions from the zeolite as the Xe atoms crowd against
framework with increasing size of the cluster. More impo
tant are the larger contributions from the Xe–Xe interactio
The effect of the larger excluded volume in KA becomes
more severe as the number of Xe atoms increases due to
more pronounced deshielding exhibited by thes~rXe–Xe!
function at shorter distances; thus the Xe–Xe contributio
increase faster. The net effect of the larger cation size on
Xen clusters is therefore to increase the chemical shift, wh
is found experimentally, and we find this increase to be
combined effect of the larger contribution of the Xe-catio
intermolecular shielding itself and the larger excluded vo
ume from the larger cations which in turn modifies the av
aging of the Xe–O and~primarily! the Xe–Xe contributions.
The increments@d~Xen!2d~Xen21!# increase faster in the al-
pha cages of zeolite KA than they do in NaA. This too is
observed experimentally. Tables II and III show how well th
GCMC simulations reproduce the cluster shifts in these t
zeolites. Although the calculated numbers can and do cha
upon changing the parameters of theV~Xe–K! potential, the
trends are all preserved. The differences between the che
cal shift of Xen in KA and NaA is 4.7, 6.1, 8.0, 12.2, 22.1
ppm ~observed! compared to 2.9, 6.2, 12.0, 19.0, 36.3 pp
~GCMC! for n51–5. These values are in semiquantitati
agreement.

Finally, the GCMC simulations reproduce the trends f
the temperature dependence of the129Xe chemical shifts of
the Xen clusters in KA just as well as they did for Xen in
NaA.39 The slightly more pronounced temperature depe
dence of the Xe1 chemical shift in the alpha cage of KA
compared to Xe1 in the alpha cage of NaA is also reproduced
by the GCMC simulations~see Fig. 6!. This can be attributed
to a combination of two factors: the somewhat mo
deshielding effect of the K1 ion ~in the zeolite! on the rare
gas atom at a givenr /r 0, compared to the Na

1 ion,50 and the
somewhat more attractive potential that the Xe atom fin
itself in the alpha cage of KA compared to NaA. The latter is
in agreement with experimental observations that the is
teric heat of each of Ar, Kr, and Xe adsorbed in KX is greater
than that of the same rare gas in NaX.48 Both factors lead to
a somewhat larger129Xe chemical shift for a single Xe atom
in an alpha cage of KA compared to an alpha cage of NaA.
Since the sames~129Xe, Xe•••Ozeol! shielding function and
V~Xe•••Ozeol! potential function are used for averaging i
both NaA and KA cages, the only differences between th
simulations in the two cages are the different one-body d
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 103, N¬Jan¬2007¬to¬149.132.99.84.¬Redistribution¬subject¬
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tributions of the Xe in the cage~which also affects the mag-
nitude of the average O atom contributions to the intermo
lecular chemical shift! and thes~129Xe, Xe•••Kzeol! shielding
function being somewhat different from thes~129Xe,
Xe•••Nazeol! shielding function, thus leading to different
shielding contributions to129Xe from the K1 and Na1

charge-balancing cations. These factors also result in th
somewhat more pronounced temperature dependence of
Xen cluster shifts in KA, compared to NaA.

These results can be used as a basis for the interpretati
of the average129Xe chemical shifts under fast exchange in
various univalent cation-exchanged zeolites, where th
chemical shifts are known to increase with increasing siz
~and polarizability! of the cation for the single Xe atom in
the zeolite~that is, in the limit of zero Xe loading!.27 The
physical basis and interpretation of the average129Xe chemi-
cal shift change for Xe1 in NaA compared to KA found in
this work can be applied to the129Xe chemical shift observed
in the limit of zero loading in NaY compared to KY. Under
fast exchange in these faujasites and other zeolites with op
pores, the Xe atom experiences a complete averaging ove
large number of cages, so that one observes a single avera
peak in place of the individual Xen cluster peaks. The ob-
served chemical shift is then an average over the distributio
of cage occupancies as well, so there is an additional fact
due to the effect of the larger cation size on the detaile
distributionsPn for a given overall loading. The same inter-
pretation can be attached also to the increase in the129Xe
chemical shift~at the limit of zero-loading! upon increasing
fraction of exchangex in Na12xKxY provided that K ion
substitutes into the same positions as Na ions. Furthermor
these observations of more pronounced increases of chemi
shift increments with increasing cluster size that we found
for Xen in KA compared to NaA provide the physical basis
for the interpretation of the changes in the loading depen
dence of the chemical shifts in cation-substituted faujasite
Without considering the changes in thedistribution brought
about by differences in cations, and assuming that the re
placement cations go into the identical sites, we would pre
dict from our results in Tables II and III an increase in the
129Xe chemical shift upon K-for-Na substitution in faujasites,
largely due to the excluded volume effects on the Xe–Xe
contributions. This would lead to a greater increase of th
average129Xe chemical shift with Xe loading upon an in-
crease in cation size, that is, a larger slope
@dd~129Xe!/d^n&Xe# for the zeolite with the larger cation. In-
o. 20, 22 November 1995to¬AIP¬license¬or¬copyright,¬see¬http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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8819Jameson et al.: Xen clusters in zeolite KA
deed Liu et al. have found larger values of this slope fo
K0.65Na0.35Y compared to NaY in their experiments, and
similar trends with Rb1 and Cs1 replacements.27

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have observed the Xen clusters in the alpha cages o
zeolite KA, their distributions, their129Xe chemical shifts,
and their individual temperature dependence. The individ
129Xe chemical shifts are larger than those for the cor
sponding Xen clusters in the alpha cages of zeolite NaA. The
incremental changes in the129Xe chemical shifts with in-
creasing cluster size are also greater for KA than for NaA.
With grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations we have be
able to reproduce all the observed trends in the chem
shifts. We have reproduced as well the distributions of
atoms among the alpha cages at equilibrium~at 573 K!
which have been obtained from the intensities of individu
Xen cluster peaks.

These results form the physical basis for the interpre
tion of the trends in the average129Xe chemical shifts ob-
served under fast Xe exchange in zeolites such as NaY upon
univalent cation exchange, e.g., the dependence of the a
age129Xe chemical shift at zero xenon loading on the pe
centage of Na replaced in NaY, and the influence of cation
size on the slope of the average129Xe chemical shift with
respect to xenon loading. This study of Xen clusters in KA
has confirmed the direct role of size of the cation~excluded
volume! in average129Xe chemical shifts in the faujasites
and other open zeolites where only a single Xe peak is
served under fast exchange. One important prediction is
increase in the change of the average129Xe chemical shift
with increasing^n&Xe , that is, an increase in the slopes
[dd(129Xe)/d̂n&Xe] with increasing cation size. This is a direct
consequence of the larger values of the individual Xen clus-
ter shifts where the larger cations leave a smaller effect
volume for the Xe–Xe pairs to average over. There are,
course, changes in the distributions~fractions of cages con-
tainingn Xe atoms! as well, appropriate to the differences i
the effectiveV ~Xe-cation! potentials. But this is of second
ary importance. Another important prediction iswith increas-
ing cation size we expect an increase in the average129Xe
chemical shift of xenon in a zeolite in the limit of zero X
loading. We have a direct measure of this in the value of t
Xe1 chemical shift and we find an increase in the value
d~Xe1! in going from NaA to KA. This is an indication that
the more pronounced deshielding in the Xe-cation shield
function for larger cations, coupled with the deeper poten
function for the Xe-cation effective potential, wins out ove
the somewhat smaller~Xe–O! contributions accompanying
the increase in ther 0 of the Xe-cation potential with increas
ing cation size. For Xe1 it is not the larger excluded volume
from the larger cation that gives rise to a larger chemic
shift as might be incorrectly concluded from an uncritical u
of the ‘‘smaller pore, larger129Xe chemical shift’’ conven-
tional wisdom;2,13–15rather it is the combination of the much
more deshieldings~rXe-cation! shielding function50 combined
with the deeper potential well for the larger, more polarizab
ion.
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